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When one of Bethany Anne's loved one gets caught in the crossfire between her and the Forsaken,
she goes rabid in rage. She doesn't believe in seeking peace and harmony, but rather revenge and
mayhem.Continuing the story of Bethany Anne and TQB team, Love Lost picks up after Queen
Bitch. She works to complete both her business and military team leads and we meet Stephen's
daughter Gabrielle as plans are made to exact revenge South of the Border.You don't touch one of
Bethany Anne's loved ones and get away with it, no matter how far away you live.**Please note, as
mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does
not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.Series includes:Death Becomes Her - The
Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit
03Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04 (Dec 2015)Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05
(Dec/Jan 2015)Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 (Jan/Feb 2015)Kneel or Die - The
Kurtherian Gambit 07 (Feb/Mar 2015)
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A very fun read with action bouncing lovebirds who happen to be a mixed couplesOf a natural
human girl who loves the outdoors noticing a smart 'woofe aka poochy'Who is attractive in turn to
her vivacious being, but pines for her love even thoughhe's a wolf . natural pheromones clothing
them both. The Queen Bi is gagging onThe concentration whenever the lovebirds are about. QB
striving to develop team'swishing they would just acknowledge each other. Teams are developing to
furtherthe demise of the Forsaken who attacked her friend in DC. Forsaken think she'sweak cause
it's only two years since her transformation in a alien spacecraft givingher amazing gifts.. One such
is her ability to walk in the sun. This whole series is aFUN energetic mind candy ride. Action not
lacking. Creative swearing is a learnedgift. Noncreative swearing is punished with QUEEN BITCH
upon your back doingpushups. Every pushup must be accompanied by a new creative one or back
tobeginning. This is a small tributary making up the story of the QUEEN BITCH intoa great river of
entwined action, aliens, romance, vampires, close quarters combatteam's out to save the Earths
people from bad aliens after defeating all Forsaken!

I feel that the series have gotten monotonous. Girl buys private army. seemingly based on how well
people curse. Can't figure out real reason for private army other than the need to combat evil. In the
first book, there were signs of major government/girl interaction, with the government going so far as
drop nuclear bombs in Japan in support. So why now the need for a private army of profanity
experts? Can't sense the direction of this series. There were so many plot threads alluded to in the
first book that I was sort of excited, but I got bored waiting for them to be developed. Obviously,
something happened or the author would not have made so many sequels, but I'm not motivated to
plow through the books to get to them.

I like these books, they are fun to read, but my interest is starting to wane. It's more of the same old,
same old. I'd like for something different to happen. I realize old problems have to be resolved
before you get to the new stuff, but I'm ready for the alien invasion already. We've met the vampires
and the werewolves, or were-creatures might be a better term, and I for one, am ready for
something new.Results: fun, but too much like the first two books. I believe there are seven in the
series, but I don't know if I'll read the others.

I'm going to be lazy and cut n paste this review for the first five since they were all great. I found this
gem at the back of a rather blah book I recently finished. Sounded interesting so I tried the sample.
Hooked me immediately so I purchsed this one. Half way through I purchased the next two. Half

way through the second I purchased the rest. Less than two days later I finished all five. All I can
say is, these books are a lot of fun with great characters and lots of action. Try the sample and if it
interests you go for it. They only get better. Make sure you read the authors comments at the end.
He is pretty straight foward about the editing etc. which is why I didn't really ping it in my review.
Enjoy!

i read the 1st book because it was only 99 cent and its premise was interesting. iread the 2nd, 3rd,
4th, and finily the 5th book because they were so enjoyable !!! i read them one after the other. it was
hard to put down, a fact my wife can attest. i usually read si fi or fantasy. every once in a while i read
zombie or paranormal. i truley enjoyed the mix of action, hummor and character interaction. the
writter is apparently a prolific writter, so you don't have to wait a long time between books. i consider
this a plus, especialy if you enjoy the writtin style. so now i know that i will get his next book sooner
rather than later.

As I was reading the third book in the series I had to stop and write this review. I read the first one
then bought the rest of the series something I never do. These books are just plain fun to read. The
author kind of reminds me of John Ringo's style of writing except more over the top. The auther is
not as good as Ringo but with time could be. Sure some could nit pick the books but as for me they
are a great way to spend time.

I have now read the first 3 books. I felt it was time to comment.The action is good and there is
enough backstory to keep you engaged between the action sequences. This is my first scifi fantasy - military story and I find the combination really interesting. The characters make me laugh
out loud and I am finding I care about where the story is going, which is a sign about how much I
like the books.Recommend this if you are already into werewolf vampire stuff or space opera.

These are getting better and better IMHO!! I am so glad that there are more to read and I don't have
to wait!!! If you have not read any of this series "what are you waiting for!!!" Get started and enjoy
the read!!
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